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Girl, I got some music
I'm tryin' to make with you
But before we get into it
Let me explain the rule

Don't worry 'bout the tempo
Any minute it could change
And the melody could be whatever
Long as it's my name

With me, it's your first time
So I'mma let you freestyle
Say whatever comes to your mind, yeah
But me, I been doin' this for a while
It's okay if you can't keep up with mine

How long does it take to reach a peak?
Thinkin' 'bout the work I'mma put in to make you
scream
I won't disappoint, that's on everything
Whatever you want's gonna happen in this Hot 16

Tell me if you want to, this is what I'm gon' do
It ain't gon' take all night long
We about to make a masterpiece
Something to remember when I'm layin' you in this Hot
16

Baby, catch the rhythm, synchronize our flow
When it comes together, it's unbelievable
Could it be the drum snare has got us?
Damn, it's getting' hotter

Down the small of your back I feel
You're excited and gettin' chills
And you're body's takin' over, girl
Be open to this poetry
We rhyme new positions, makin' history

How long does it take to reach a peak?
Thinkin' 'bout the work I'mma put in to make you
scream
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I won't disappoint, that's on everything
Whatever you want's gonna happen in this Hot 16

Tell me if you want to, this is what I'm gon' do
It ain't gon' take all night long
We about to make a masterpiece
Something to remember when I'm in the Hot 16

It's our first time together, I swear it's magic
And when it's all over it's gon' be a classic
16 without you, I just can't have it
And it's time you make the way you shake every
present place

Got me on another page
You take my attention with every breath you take
And everything you do it's got me feelin' you
A few more lines and sessions, we'll be through

How long does it take to reach a peak?
Thinkin' 'bout the work I'mma put in to make you
scream
I won't disappoint, that's on everything
Whatever you want's gonna happen in this Hot 16

Tell me if you want to, this is what I'm gon' do
It ain't gon' take all night
Girl, we about to make a masterpiece
Something to remember when I lay here in this Hot 16
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